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Abstract
People, Processes, Services, and Things: Using Services Innovation to Enable
the Internet of Everything guides the reader through the technological
advances, business needs, and societal shifts that drive the Internet of
Everything (IoE). It continues by explaining the differences and relationships between the Internet of Things (IoT) and IoE. IoE offers many
benefits to industries and organizations that embrace it, but there are
real adoption and success barriers to address and overcome. This book
discusses those barriers and offers solutions. In many cases, services are the
solution because they drive IoE application and impact. The business and
technical services need to deliver IoE and realize the promised benefits
that are discussed in this book. Discussions include assisting candidate
IoE customers to assess and rank priority gaps in business process insight,
strategies to connected things, and ways to wrangle and transform data
streams of new things into actionable information. The last section of
this book discusses IoE applications and use cases. It includes in-depth
use cases on manufacturing process changes and retail store operational
improvements from customer queue management to augmented reality
along with changes in security considerations, design practices, and
operating procedures to ensure malicious intent does not disrupt the
emerging and growing IoE networks. Knowledge of leading practices and
organizational values and sensitivities are keys to successful IoE transformations. This book concludes with a complete checklist of considerations
for IoE transformation success.

Keywords
augmented reality, cloud, data analysis, data at rest, data in motion, fog
computing, innovation, Internet, Internet of Everything, IoE, Internet of
Things, people, processes, service innovation, services
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Foreword
I lead a software platform and applications group here at Cisco. Not
long ago, my kids asked me what was the Internet of Everything (IoE)?
“You know, Dad… What’s IoE?” I told them to imagine a world where
everything they owned, everything they cared about, could not only
chatter but also engage them in meaningful conversation.
Today we connect to the Internet for all kinds of experiences, but
if you just connect everything to the Internet you only receive a partial
benefit. Real value and memorable experiences happen when things
engage with people to share relevant data and influence behaviors and
outcomes; when you unlock and connect the data that drives the value.
Two years ago, I was really skeptical of the IoE, but with 25 billion
devices connected to the Internet today and 50 billion projected by 2020,
there is real business value that can be unlocked. Business processes that
matter—whether it facilities management or manufacturing—will be
connected, instrumented, and mined for information to drive new value.
It is likely this value growth will ramp in a nonlinear fashion.
In the past, IT delivered results to the “carpeted floor”—in the office
where the company’s decision makers were. Their real business happens
in the field. Neither IT nor the Internet has ever served highly distributed
industrial operations. The IoE changes that.
Train derailments can be catastrophic. There are thousands of
couplings and miles of track. Imagine if they were all Internet connected,
reporting and replying to measurement and operating status. We now
have modular, hardened routers, and switches with embeddable compute
logic to monitor, interrogate, and compute the status of “things” so
the rail operators can actively engage and assess the track they oversee.
Suddenly, every sensor is now a communicator that delivers actionable
information instead of just raw telemetry data. This is data in motion; this
is data that now matters!
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Similarly, the Oil and Gas Industry does not just need video telephony.
It needs platform sensors that register and respond to real time flow deviations and then open collaboration sessions with remote experts to share
live platform video feeds, sensor data trends, and as-built specifications
to diagnose and solve the problem at hand without the delay and cost of
helicopter travel.
Cloud and fog layers accelerate the value IoE brings. The computation
and storage capabilities of the cloud deliver the brains of IoE while
the Fog layer offers persistence reliability and localized processing to
normalize the data offered by intermittent sensors. The Internet links
these two layers providing a central nervous system conveying sensor data
and returning actionable instructions. Combined, we can now deliver
business process as a contextually aware, accommodating service today.
I expect the power of IoE will empower us to deliver entire Industries as
a Service in the future.

Pankaj Srivastava

Vice President, Software Platforms Group

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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CHAPTER 1

Defining the Internet of
Everything
Once Upon a Time There Was the Internet
A computer network is defined as a set of data communication systems interconnecting computer systems, and the Internet is defined
as a network or a collection of interconnected networks. The Internet
(with a capital I) is the largest internet in the world. The Internet is the
global system of interconnected computer networks, linking devices
worldwide and connecting public, private, academic, governmental,
and corporative networks. A visualization of the Internet can be seen
in Figure 1.1.
The technical foundations of the Internet leverage a core set of protocols designed with the guiding principle of maximizing interoperability.
The Internet Protocol (IP) standardized at the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) is at the center of these core protocols and is responsible for
end-to-end interoperable communications. At an infrastructure level, the
Internet is comprised of hardware devices (e.g., routers, switches, access
devices) and internetworking software. Layered over this infrastructure,
we find a rich diverse set of services, which have made the Internet a
valuable platform and, in turn, created a vibrant ecosystem. These services
provide value by connecting computers that exchange information,
and these new capabilities have created a deep social impact akin to an
information revolution. The greatest impact of the Internet is not technological but social.
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Figure 1.1 Visualization of the Internet
Source: The Opte Project by Barrett Lyon, http://www.opte.org/

Phases in the Evolution of the Internet
Looking at the evolution of the Internet, we can identify four very
distinct phases or waves. Furthermore, each phase has a significantly more
profound effect on business and society.
• In the first phase, the goal is to achieve networked connectivity,
and consequently, digitizing the access to information.
A couple of decades ago, just getting connected to the
online world was miraculous enough. The World Wide Web
(WWW) flourished, and the distance and time to access
information dramatically shrank. People look for information
online, send e-mails, and search the Web.

